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CHAPTER 4 STEP~BY-STEP



SYSTEMS



4.1 INTRODUCTION The Step-by-Step System of automatically establishing telephone connections, is the oldest of the several types of machine switching systems which comprise the modern telephone plant. Its invention is generally credited to Almond B. S~rowger in 1889; hence, it was originally known as the Strowger Dial System. Step~by-Step Systems are quite flexible in that.t~ey may be used for local dial service in communities requ1r1ng about 100 lines, or for large central offices requiring 10,000 lines or more. Various types of PBX's also use a Step-by-Step System.



When intertoll dialing service was first introduced, the Step-by-Step configuration was readily adapted to it. However, recent Crossbar Systems, with their many advantages, have replaced some of the larger Step-by-Step intertoll systems. Most of the future intertoll systems will be of the crossbar and electronic variety except for certain situations such as small isolated toll centers, or toll centers with local Step-by-Step systems where Step-byStep intertoll arrangements may be installed foT economy reasons. All Step-by-Step systems are somewhat alike; however, the circuit requirements vary with the size of the system. Also, some features which are desirable in larger offices are unnecessary in smaller, less complicated units. Because of this, various types of systems have been developed to provide adequate yet economical service. Figure 4-1 shows typical Step-by-Step office equipment. The term "Step-by-Step" is not only descriptive of the intermittent motion of the principal switches used in the system but it is also descriptive of the manner in which a call progresses, one stage at a time, from the input terminal, through a tree-like structure of switches and trunks, to the output terminal. It is a progressive control system and distinct from a common control system wh1ch f1rst determines the input and output term1nals,
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Figu re 4-1



Typi cal Step -by- Step Dial Offi ce Equi pmen t
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and then on the basis of this determination, causes a path to be established between them through a grid like network. Progressive control systems are classified as direct progressive o~ ~egister progressive control. Direct progressive control 1s defined as a system in which the switching network is under the immediate and direct control of the subscriber's calling device. A register progressive control system, on the other hand, interposes a circuit between the subscriber and the switching network that accepts and re,isters signals from the subscriber and which in turn contro s the succeeding switches. Usually this circuit is called a register, although the registration function may be incorporated in other circuit units. The Step-by-Step system was originally a direct progressive control system. Recent developments, however, have provided various means of modifying it to a register progressive control system. 4.2 SWITCHES In any switching network three fundamental aspects must be considered; these are the switch, the network and the control. While they are closely related and the nature of one influences the nature of the others, the Step-by-Step switch had a tremendous influence on the development of the system. · The Step-by-Step switch as shown in Figure 4-2, is the most important switching device in the system. Other switches, such as the "Plunger" type and simple rotary type, have been used for var1ous minor concentrating jobs in early offices. The rotary type, which has shown itself to be a reliable switch, is still in use. A. STEP-BY-STEP SELECTOR SWITCHES Essentially the Step-by-Step switch is a two-stage rotary switch, and is shown schematically in Figure 4-3. The principle mechanical parts of this switch are shown in Figure 4-4. The terminals are physically arrayed in banks, each bank consisting of 10 horizontal levels with 10 positions per level - a total of 100 positions as shown in Figures 4-5
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Fig ure 4-2



A Typ ical Step -by -Ste p Swi tch with Cov er Removed
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and 4-6. Some terminal banks have two terminals, insulated from each other, at each position, while others have only one terminal at each position. With each bank there is associated an assembly of two brushes, which are rigidly connected to a vertical shaft that is driven upward while the brushes are clear of the banks. Rotating the shaft horizontallt brings the brushes into contact with the bank term1nals o one horizontal level. Two control magnets actuate the shaft and brushes during the establishment of a connection; a vertical magnet steps the shaft upward to the desired level and a rotary magnet steps the brushes along the terminals on that level. Both magnets are coupled to the shaft by means of pawl and ratchet assemblies. In both vertical and rotath stepping, the brushes move when a magnet 1s energized. e deenergization of the magnet permits the stepping mechanism to return to normal, preparatory to the next stepping action. As the shaft is rotated over the terminals, a helical spring· located at the top of the shaft is wound up to provide a restoring torque.
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Equivalent Diagram of a Step-by-Step Switch
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Represe ntation of a 100-Poi nt Bank Assembly
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Fig ure 4-6



Typ ical 100 -Po int Bank
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The shaft and brush assembly is restored to normal by energizing a release magnet which withdraws restraining fingers from the vertical and rotary ratchets. The helical spring is thus permitted to rotate the shaft back to its normal rotary position. Thereupon gravity drops the shaft to its normal vertical position. Since a switch bank is limited to two terminals per position, a separate bank and brush assembly must be provided for each pair of conductors to be cut through the switch. Switches may be furnished with as many as four switch banks to cut through eight leads. The switch in Figure 4-2 is equipped with three banks. Various contact arrangements controlled by the switch magnets and brush shafts are provided where needed to aid in controlling the switch. Interrupting contacts permit both vertical or rotary self-stepping, hunting feature. When the switch steps past the tenth and final rotary bank position, a set of contact springs are activated. The operation of these springs is referred to as making the "11th rotary step" which indicates a failure to find a desired terminal. Since the basic step-by-step switch can be operated in one of two modes: select or hunt, it is theoretically possible, for a two-stage switch to operate in one of four modes; select-select, select-hunt, hunt-hunt and huntselect. Actually step-by-step switches utilize only the first three modes, select-select, select-hunt and hunt-hunt. B. ROTARY SWITCHES Rotary-trpe selector switches consist, primarily, of arcs of term1nals over wh1ch associated wipers pass. An electromagnet mounted on the switch assembly provides power to move the wipers from one terminal position to the next; each separate energization and deenergization cycle of the magnet causes the wipers to move one position. There are two basic types of rotary switches: forward-action or direct driven switches, which step from one term1nal to the next term1nal on the energization of the magnet; and backacting or spring driven switches, that step on the deenergization of the magnet. The control magnet of either type of switch is known as the "step magnet."
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When the step magnet of a forward-acting switch is energized, a pawl coupled to the magnet armature is forced against the teeth of a ratchet wheel on the shaft supporting the wipers, causing the shaft to rotate through a small angle, thus moving the wipers from one terminal to the next. A detent engaging the ratchet wheel insures that the wipers remain on the terminal just reached when the magnet is deenergized. In the case of a back-acting switch, energization of the step magnet pulls a pawl away from the ratchet wheel on the wiper shaft, against the force of a spring attached to the frame of the switch. When the magnet is deenergized, the pawl is pulled back by the spring, engaging a tooth on the ratchet wheel and advancing the wipers a single step. Some rotary switches may be caused to step continuously in the same rotary direction over the same set of terminals, whereas others, after stepping their wipers over the associated arcs, must be returned to a normal position before the wipers can again be moved over the arc terminals. These two types of switches are designated nonhoming and homing, respectively. Switches of the homing type are normally equipped with a second magnet, a release magnet, which allows a spring to restore the wipers to the starting position. Wipers may be either of two types: brid~ing, ·in which adjacent arc terminals are short-circu1te by the wiper as it steps from one to the other; and nonbridging, in which the wiper leaves one terminal before it makes contact with the next. Illustrated in Figure 4=7 is a back=acting rotary switch consisting of six arcs of 22 terminals each. The wipers are double-ended so that, when one wiper end has passed over the half-circle of 22 terminals, the other end is in position to start stepping over the same 22 terminals. Occasionally, single-ended wipers mounted in pairs staggered 180 degrees apart are utilized on a similar switch so that two adjacent arcs of 22 terminals may be employed as a continuous bank of 44 terminals. The switch may be driven by external circuit pulses at a rate of up to 25 or 30 steps per second; a rate of 50 or 60 steps per second may be realized if the switch runs under self-interrupted control by using the break contact of the stepping magnet.
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A forward-acting ten-terminal two-arc switch is illustrated in Figure 4-8. In addition to the stepping magnet, this switch is furnished with a release magnet, shown in the lower left corner. In the normal position, the wipers stand in the position just preceding the first terminal. The switch may be driven at speeds up to 25 steps per second.
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C. PLUNGER SWITCHES Anoth er switch which was widely used for conce ntrati on purpo ses is the plun~er switch . This switch has been almos t entire ly supers ede by the line finde r are switch , but they were widely used in early office s and still in opera tion today. The princ ipal parts of a plung er switch is repres ented in Figure 4-9. It consi sts of a relay (not shown ), a magne t, a plung er and a segme nt of a bank having cts ten sets of termin als arrang ed in an arc. The fixed conta of the ten sets of termin als are multip led to a single input, while the flexib le conta cts each conne ct to a separ ate outpu t. 4.12
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